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Transitioning between print and digital
has never been easier!

re:CHARGED
Experience the power of Write Source®, a K–12
personalized print and digital language arts program
that provides detailed coverage for key writing forms,
the writing process, Six Traits, and grammar, usage,
and mechanics skills.
• Narrative

• Response to Literature

• Descriptive

• Creative

• Expository

• Research

• Persuasive/Argumentative

• Informational

Write Source provides instruction, practice, and assessment
fully aligned to Common Core Standards for student success.
ONLY Write Source offers both digital and print
programs! Turn the page to experience the difference.

Personalized Student Dashboard
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Writing and Grammar

re:CHARGED
Net-text is an online worktext that provides
step-by-step instruction and practice for each
step of the writing process.
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Write Source Student Editions contain clear
coverage of the writing process and the Six Traits of
writing through a consistent, easy-to-read style that
provides explanations, guidelines for crosscurricular writing, annotated models, and
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test-taking strategies.
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Grade 5

Write Source SkillsBook provides additional
practice for grammar, usage, and mechanics.
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Mechanics
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TEKS

4.20B

ELPS 2C, 2G–I, 3D–E, 4C

Simple and
Complete Predicates

Using the Right Word

Using the Right Word 9
Study these commonly misused words. (See Write Source page 592 for more
information.)

Example

Examples

Simple Predicate: My house has a big backyard.
Complete Predicate: My house has a big backyard.

GrammarSnap is a
multimedia application
for grammar, usage, and
mechanics.

Directions

G4

1440078

Grade 4 SkillsBook

In each sentence below, circle the simple predicate. Then underline the
complete predicate. The first one has been done for you.

1.

Doug is my little brother.

2.

He is digging a hole in the backyard.

3.

He plans to dig all the way to China.

4.

He works on the hole every day.

5.

Mom saw the hole last Friday.

6.

She asked Doug a lot of questions.

7.

He got our dad to help him on Saturday.

8.

Mom laughed for a long time after that!

77

ELPS 2H, 3G, 4C, 5B

The simple predicate (verb) is the part of a
sentence that tells what the subject is doing. The
complete predicate is the simple predicate and
all the words that describe it. (See Write Source
page 598.)

Did Scruffy steal my cookie?
Steel is a very strong metal.

I’d rather swim than run.
Then we’ll play tag.

Scruffy wags his tail.
Grandpa told us a tall tale.

We paged through the album.
Juan threw a fast curveball.

Look over there.
They’re making a movie.
Don’t bump their cameras.

The wind is too cold.
Come inside to read.
We have two new books.

Directions

Learning Language On your own paper, write three sentences about your own brother or
sister, or about a friend. Circle the simple predicate and underline the complete predicate in
each sentence. Then tell a partner a new sentence. Have your partner identify the complete
predicate.
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Underline the correct choice within each set of parentheses.

1.

For Venus flytraps, (there/their) diet as houseplants consists of (too/two/
to) houseflies per month.

2.

If you give Venus flytraps a bit of meat rather (then/than) an insect, the
plants may start (two/too/to) die.

3.

In the flytrap, (they’re/there) are sensitive hairs on the leaves. When
an insect bends the hairs, the leaf snaps shut like a (steal/steel) trap.

4.

(Threw/Through) the years, science-fiction writers have told some scary
(tails/tales) about giant, man-eating plants.

5.

Of course, these stories aren’t true, but a large tropical pitcher plant may
be able (too/two/to) trap a frog or (too/two/to).

6.

In the pitcher plant, an insect falls into a vase-like leaf, and (than/then)
it cannot crawl out because the walls are (two/too/to) slippery.

Learning Language Write three sentences using these words correctly: there, tail, threw. Tell

Additional Digital Teacher Resources:

2

Additional Print Teacher Resources:

• Interactive Whiteboard Lessons

• Daily Language Workouts

• Virtual File Cabinet

• Assessment Book Teacher’s Edition

• Assignments and Notifications Manager

• SkillsBook Teacher’s Edition

a partner a sentence using two more words from the list at the top of the page.
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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instructional lessons designed to introduce each form of writing.

SOURCE
Go Online!

Write Source Student Editions provide multiple prewriting
strategies, graphic organizers, and student modelsTEKS
to guide
4.15A, 4.23A
138
ELPS 5G
students in the development of writing topics.
www.hmheducation.com/writesource

Prewriting Selecting a Topic

WRITE

SOURCE
Writing

grammar

Sebranek / Kemper / Meyer

Interactive Whiteboard Lessons are highly engaging, whole-class

WRITE

WRITE SOURCE

Prewriting and Drafting

G4

First, you need to choose a job or career that you would enjoy.
Brainstorming a list of jobs, like Silvia did, is a good way to generate
ideas. She then narrowed her list down to one topic to research.

1440151

Grade 4 Student Edition

Ideas List

Jobs I Would Like
sea captain
vet
forest ranger
farmer
firefighter
lion tamer
singer
dolphin trainer *

Prewrite

Brainstorm an ideas list. Write “Jobs I Would Like” at the top

of a piece of paper. Then list jobs underneath. Put a star (✱)
next to the job you would like to research and write about.
TEKS

144

Net-text provides
engaging instruction
as students evaluate
sample papers,
complete grammar
skill activities, and
work with editable
graphic organizers
for prewriting
and drafting.

Drafting Getting the Big Picture
The chart below shows how the parts of an expository essay fit
together. (The examples are from the sample essay on pages 145–148.)
You are ready to write your essay when you have . . .
● gathered details and special terms,
● written your topic sentence and main idea sentences, and
● created an Focus
organized
onlist.
the Texas Traits

Development of Ideas

Your topic is the “big idea” of
Topic Sentence
writing.
Choose your topic carefully. If it interests you,
it will probably
interest
reader
as well. Also, if you like
I want to be
a dolphinyour
trainer
so
The beginning
your topic,
researching
thatyou
I canwill
workenjoy
with these
amazing details about it.
gets the reader’s
attention and gives
the topic sentence.

Each middle
paragraph explains
a different part of
the topic.

4

Write Source helps students
build quality drafts by providing
scaffolded support.

Beginning
your

Middle

digital

4.18A(i–iii)

Ending
The ending leaves
the reader with a
final thought.

marine mammals.

Main Idea Sentences
●

●

A dolphin trainer has many
duties.
I have the right personality to be
a dolphin trainer.

Concluding Statement

Maybe, if I become a trainer, dolphins
will dream about swimming with me.

print
5

Revising

re:CHARGED

Write Source helps students master revision strategies
for the Six Traits.

Net-text is a
revolutionary
online worktext
that redefines the
way students collaborate and
engage in the writing process.

The Write Source difference includes instruction, practice,
and application for each trait.
158

Revising Using a Checklist

During revising, Net-text
provides the opportunity for
students to collaborate using
the online peer-review feature,
a key scaffolding strategy to
develop and refine writing.

Revise

Check your revising. Number a piece of paper from 1 to 10. If

TEKS 4.15C
you can answer
“yes” to a question, put a check mark
after that
Expository
Essay
ELPS 2G–I, 3E, 3G–H,
4I–K,continue
5G
number. If not,
to work with that part of your essay.

Ideas

153

How should I organize supporting information?
Organize the supporting facts, details, and explanations in your

1. Do I have a clear focus statement?
middle paragraphs by putting the most important ones first (or last)
2. Do I include
topicparagraph,
sentences
in my
middle
in each
after
the main
ideaparagraphs?
sentence.
3. Do I use explanations and examples?

Practice

Organization

Which explanation below is most important for the main idea sentence “I
want to work on fishing boats”? With a partner, discuss why.

4. Have I checked1.my
overall organization?
I love riding in boats.
3. I want to travel around the world.
5. Do I put my most
important
explanation
first always
(or last)?
2. Waves don’t bother me. 4. I have
liked fishing.

• Online collaboration
• Real-time teacher
write-along support

Voice

• Additional resource
tools, including
rubrics, a dictionary,
thesaurus, and more

Word Choice

Check your organization. Make sure you have put the
Revisesound
strongest
facts, details,and
and explanations
first (or last) in each
6. Does my voice
knowledgeable
interested?
middle paragraph.
Revising in Action
7. Have I used specific
nouns?
Silvia decided
to put her most important explanation first in this
middle
paragraph.
8. Have I chosen the best adjectives and adverbs?

Sentence Fluency

also
To begin with, I am patient. I have two little brothers, and

9. Have I included some
compound
sentences?
I’ve helped
them learn
to swim and taught them how to do
10. Have I included some complex sentences?
special dives and somersaults! Also, I love dolphins. As a

trainer, I could help other people love and protect dolphins.

Revise

digital
6

Make a clean copy. When you finish making changes to

your essay, make a clean copy for editing.

print
7

Editing

re:CHARGED

Write Source provides integrated grammar instruction with practice and
application
during each editing stage.
160
ELPS
TEKS

Editing for

4.15C–D
4C, 5E–F

Conventions

Grammar
When you edit for grammar, you make sure you use nouns, verbs,
and other parts of speech correctly.

GrammarSnap uses

How can I write compound sentences?

engaging multimedia to
extend and reinforce
grammar, usage, and
mechanics skills.

You can write a compound sentence by joining two choppy sentences
using a comma and a coordinating conjunction. Put the comma at the
end of the first sentence, followed by the conjunction. (See page 481.)
Coordinating Conjunctions
and, but, or, nor, for, so, yet

Short, Choppy Sentences
I like hot-air balloons. Someday I’ll fly one.

Grammar Practice
Rewrite each set of sentences as one compound sentence using a comma
and a coordinating conjunction: and, but, or, nor, for, so, or yet.
1. Hot-air balloons are huge. The baskets can carry 10 people.
2. The pilot controls altitude. Direction depends on the wind.
3. The balloon can rise with heat. The pilot can release
weights.
4. People like the gentle ride. Balloon rides are very quiet.
ELPS 2G–I, 3D–E, 3G, 4C

Expository Essay

Interactive Mini Lessons with Audio

Downloadable
video podcasts

Trackable
assessments
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Combine short, choppy sentences. Check your essay. If
you have two short sentences about the same idea, combine
them into one compound sentence.
Editing for mechanics includes checking to make sure you have
used capitalization correctly.

Mechanics: Capitalization
Edit

When do I capitalize a noun?

Sentence Structure
When you edit for sentence structure, you fix sentence errors such
as subject-verb agreement.

The subject and verb in a sentence should agree in number. If the
subject is singular, naming just one noun, use a singular verb:
My uncle lives in Fort Worth.
If the subject is plural, naming two or more nouns, use a plural
verb:
My grandparents visit him often.
Some plural subjects are called compound subjects. They join two
or more nouns with and. Use a plural verb with a compound subject.
(See pages 457 and 459 for more information.)
Abuelo and Abuela visit him often.

Practice
Revise each sentence so the subject and verb agree.
1. Some big cats roars.
2. A lion, tiger, and jaguar all makes a roaring sound.
3. A leopard are able to roar also.
4. Cougars and cheetahs is not considered to be big cats.
5. A cougar purr instead of roaring.

Use a capital letter to show that a noun is a proper noun. (See
pages 446 and 604 for more information.)

Grammar Games

Common nouns
name a general person, place, or thing—cat, aunt, city
Proper nouns
name a specific person, place, or thing—Silky, Aunt Cathy, Houston

Practice

digital
8

Work with a partner to decide if each of these words is a common noun
or a proper noun. If the word is a proper noun, rewrite it with a capital
letter. If the word is a common noun, write a proper noun that names
a specific person, place, or thing of that type. Be sure to capitalize the
proper noun.
1. friend
6. dallas
2. george
7. pet
3. texas
8. grandma jane
Grade4.4 city
Student Edition
9. ocean
5. lake livingston
10. street

Edit

4.20C

ELPS 3C, 5D

How can I make subjects and verbs agree?

Compound Sentence
I like hot-air balloons, and someday I’ll fly one.

• Linked to Net-text at
editing stage

TEKS

102

Check your capitalization. Read your essay and look for
the names of specific people, places, and things. Make sure
to capitalize any proper nouns you use.

Edit

Check for subject-verb agreement. Tell a partner a
sentence with correct subject-verb agreement. Then make
sure the subject and verb in each sentence of your personal
narrative agree. Edit your writing to fix any errors you find.

Additional practice available in:
• Proofreader’s Guide

• Basic Grammar and Writing
• SkillsBook

print
9

P

Draft

li
Pub sh

✔

Edit

Presentation
■
■

ePortfolio is a unique online space that makes it easy for students

■
■

to share their essays with teachers and others. With ePortfolio, your
students can:

Use blue or black ink and write neatly. You may print
or use cursive, whichever is your best handwriting.
Write your name in the upper left corner of page 1.
Skip a line and center your title; skip another line and start writing.
Indent every paragraph and leave a one-inch margin on all sides.
Write your last name and the page number in the upper right
corner of every page after the first one.

Make a Web Page
Get your teacher’s help to
post your work on your
class or school Web page.

• Participate in peer-to-peer collaboration

Create an Editorial
Turn your paper into an editorial
for your school newsletter or a
community newspaper.

Write Source offers students
multiple ideas for publishing in
the 21st century, and provides
instructional strategies for
building cross-curricular skills in
social studies, science, math,
and the arts.

Make a Morning Announcement
Ask permission to promote your event in the school’s
morning announcements. Base your announcement on
your position statement and topic sentences.

• Personalize each essay in a scrapbook-like format
• Make their writing public, private, or use it like a personal journal

Create a final copy. Follow your teacher’s instructions or use
the guidelines above to format your essay. (If you are using a
computer, see pages 44–46.) Create a clean final copy of your
essay and carefully proofread it.

ELPS 4I, 4K
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Writing that fits a score of 3 is strong.

Assessment

Collecting Can Be Fun!

Most, but
not all, ideas
are focused
and clearly
connected to
each other
and the main
idea.

R e vi s e

It’s time to proofread your essay and make a neat copy to share.
Present your work on a Web page, in a newsletter or newspaper, or as
a morning announcement. (See the suggestions below.)

■

Writer
immediately
engages the
reader with a
unique voice.

rewrit

e
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Publishing

Publishing

Go Onli

I didn’t know collecting could be so much fun
until I got my first snow globe. I just loved it!
That snow globe made me a collector for life.

164

It all started just before my family moved to
Dallas. My friend Sasha gave me a present so
I’d never forget my old home. Inside the plastick
dome, you saw the buildings of Boston at night.
Boston is a great city. When you shook the globe,
you saw falling snow.

Rubric for Expository Writing

Write Source provides student
models and rubrics at each score
point, with clear annotations for
Six Traits.

Now I started to notice them everywhere. I
bought my first Dallas globe with money from
my allowence. It was beautiful. Then I started to
look for others wherever my family went on trips.
When friends traveled, they also looked for them.
Soon I had an amazing collection from places
like Austin; the Rose Bowl; the Alamo; Yosemite
National Park; and Kansas City. I really like
Austin. I’ve never been to Kansas City.
Here are some things too consider. Collecting
is fun. Decide what to collect. What do you like?
What makes you smile? You can find things in
the most surprisingly places and they don’t have
to cost much. For example, I found my Honolulu
snow globe at a yard sale around the corner
from my house. (In the globe, it even snows in

Use this rubric for writing and assessing expository essays.
Ideas

Organization

Voice

Word Choice

Sentence Fluency

WRITE

WRITE

SOURCE

SOURCE

Go Online!

www.hmheducation.com/writesource

Assessment

Conventions

6 The topic, focus,

5 The essay is

4 The essay is

3 The focus of the essay

2

6 The organization

5 The beginning,

4 The essay’s beginning,

3 The middle needs

2

6 The writer’s voice

5 The writer’s voice

4 The writer’s voice

3 The writer sometimes

2

6 The word choice

5 Specific nouns and

4 Some nouns and verbs

3 Too many general words

2

6 The sentences

5 The sentences flow

4 Most of the sentences

3 Many short, choppy

2

6 Mastery of

5 The essay has few

4 The essay has several

3 Some errors confuse

2

and details make
the essay truly
memorable.

makes the essay
easy to read.

sounds confident,
knowledgeable, and
enthusiastic.

makes the essay
clear, informative,
and interesting.

flow smoothly
and will hold the
reader’s interest.

conventions gives
this essay authority.

informative, with
a clear focus and
supporting details.

middle, and ending
work well. Transitions
are used.

sounds informative
and confident.

action verbs make
the essay clear and
informative.

smoothly and read
well aloud.

errors in punctuation,
spelling, or grammar.

informative, with a
clear focus. More
supporting details are
needed.

needs to be clearer, and
more supporting details
are needed.

middle, and ending use
some transitions.

transitions and a
paragraph for each main
point.

sounds well informed
most of the time.

sounds unsure.

could be more specific.

are used. Specific nouns
and verbs are needed.

read smoothly, but
some are short and
choppy.

sentences need to be
rewritten to make the
essay read smoothly.

errors in punctuation,
spelling, or grammar.

the reader.

Grade 4

•P
 retests, Progress Monitoring, and Posttests
aligned to Common Core Standards
Pretest

• Available in print and digital formats

Progress Tests
Post-test
G4
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Grammar
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Sentence Basics
TEKS 4.20B

Virtual File Cabinet is a searchable file cabinet of printable
activities that makes it quick and easy to find the right mini-lesson
for instruction, practice, or remediation.

TEKS 10.17C

ELPS 4C, 5E, 5F

143

Sentence Basics

1

Jeremy looked at
his friend, shaking
his head.

Janelle stopped at

2.

her locker, holding her

It was almost quarter
to six as Jeremy
handed.
trudged toward
his front door, empty-

It was close to eight

exhausted.
3.

o’clock as Todd entered

and studying.

refreshed and “refueled,”

the girl was back in

WRITE

Go Online!

www.hmheducation.com/writesource

the library

After all his help,
she owed him a
few flowers anyway.

After all her complaining,

5.

the locker room,

Forty-five minutes
later, grimy and
sweaty, the boys
moving.
were back in the
car and

A short time later,

4.

backpack.

he gave her some money

anyway.

Jeremy, I’m truly
touched.

Marisa, you’re really

TEKS 10.17C

funny!

ELPS 4C, 5E, 5F

Sentence Modeling

1

Writers learn how
to arrange sentences
One way to achieve
so they can achieve
variety is to put
sentence variety
the
the middle, or at
the end of the sentence.main clause in different positions—at and add details.
Turn to 776.1 in
the beginning, in
Write Source.

Study the following

Extend: Read the
the essay and write student essay on pages 18–19 in
Write Source. Select
your own imitations
three sentences
of them.
from

1.

© Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt Publishing
Company

TEKS 10.17C
Jeremy looked at
his friend, shaking
5E, 5F
ELPS
his 4C,
head.

Janelle stopped at

2.

It was close to eight

3.

the middle,

o’clock as Todd entered

the locker room,
part
the model

sentences.

of each sentence,
your own versionis underlined.
Then write
in each sentence

WRITE

SOURCE

Examples
Simple Subject: Marc skis often.

,

imitating

Mechanics

main clause
Study the following
by part. The

U s ag e

A short time later,

head.
shaking his
looked at
refreshed and “refueled,” 1. Jeremy
holding her backpack.
the girl was back in
at her locker,
the library
stopped

After all her complaining,

he gave her some money

It was almost
2.anyway.

emptyhis front door,
trudged toward
six as Jeremy
quarter to

handed.

Marisa, you’re really

It was close to
exhausted.

funny!

3.

Forty-five
moving.

eight o’clock

A short time

later, refreshed

and studying.

Extend: Read the
the essay and write student essay on pages 18–19 in
Write Source. Select
your own imitations
three sentences
help,
of them.
all his
from
© Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt Publishing
Company

4.

After

5.

as Todd entered

the locker room,

car and
back in the
boys were
sweaty, the
grimy and
minutes later,
the library

and

girl was back
“refueled,” the

in

anyway.
a few flowers
she owed him
anyway.

g, he gave her

After all her complainin

some money

truly touched.
Jeremy, I’m

really funny!
Marisa, you’re

18–19
essay on pagesthem.
the student
of
own imitations
Extend: Read
write your
the essay and
Publishing
Mifflin Harcourt
© Houghton

In each sentence below, circle the simple subject. Then underline the complete
subject.

Directions

graMMar

skillsBook

Janelle

After all his help,
she owed him a
few flowers anyway.

Jeremy, I’m truly
touched.

,

Complete Subject: Marc who loves snow skis often.

Forty-five minutes
later, grimy and
sweaty, the boys
moving.
were back in the
carhis
and friend,

and studying.
4.

details.

add
variety and
in
ng 1
backpack.
beginning,
achieve sentence
Sentence Modeliarrange sentences so they canin different positions—at the

her locker, holding her

how to
main clause
Write Source.
Writers learn
is to put the
It was almost quarter
to 776.1 in
to six as Jeremy way to achieve variety the sentence. Turn
handed.
of
Onetrudged toward
end door,
thefront
or at his
empty-

exhausted.

5.

143

Sentence Basics

sentences. Then
the model part by
write your own version
part. The main clause
of each sentence,
imitating
in each sentence
is underlined.

The simple subject is the part of a sentence
that is doing something. The complete subject is
the simple subject and all the words that describe
it. (See Write Source page 596.) Hint: Sometimes the
simple subject stands alone.

skillsBook

143

Sentence Basics

Simple and
Complete Subjects

usage, and mechanics practice.

SOURCE

Study the following
sentences. Then
the model part by
write your own version
part. The main clause
of each sentence,
imitating
in each sentence
is underlined.

1.

SkillsBook provides additional grammar,

WRITE SOURCE

Sentence Modeling

Writers learn how
to arrange sentences
One way to achieve
so they can achieve
variety is to put
sentence variety
the
the middle, or at
the end of the sentence.main clause in different positions—at and add details.
Turn to 776.1 in
the beginning, in
Write Source.

ELPS 2C, 2G–I, 3D–E, 4C

sentences from
Select three
in Write Source.

1.

Catherine visited a castle not far from Paris.

2.

Roy, Catherine’s friend, built a rocket out of cat-food cans.

3.

Rocky, a raccoon, rode Roy’s rocket to the moon.

4.

A moon monster wearing a cowboy hat roared at Rocky.

5.

The hungry monster ate Rocky’s rocket.

6.

Randy, the flying squirrel, flew Rocky back home.

7.

Catherine invited Randy and Rocky to the castle for crêpes.

Company

Learning Language On your own paper, write three funny sentences of your own. In each
sentence, circle the simple subject and underline the complete subject. Exchange papers with
a classmate and check each other ’s work. Then tell a partner a new sentence and have your
partner identify the simple subject and the complete subject.

G4

• Search by
Common Core
Standard
• Spanish resources
• Editable practice
sheets

1440078

Grade 4
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

s!
P lu

Daily Language Workouts focus on revision by providing quick
five- to ten-minute warm-up activities for grammar and writing.
WRITE SOURCE

WRITE

• E xamView © test
banks

SOURCE
Go Online!

www.hmheducation.com/writesource

WRITE
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SOURCE

Corrected Sentences

WEEK 21:

Grade 4

Daily Language
Workouts

■ Comma (To Set Off Interjections), Numbers, Using the Right Word

lays

30,000

Wow a female herring lies 30 thousand eggs at once!

,

Grade 4

Daily Language Workouts

Grammar Girl, an online teacher resource connected to
Write Source Online, has daily tips, podcasts, and grammar
exercises on punctuation, word choice, and more.

■ Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Apostrophe (To Form Possessives),

Comma (In Direct Address)

’

Shelly did you know that the male sea horse protects the mothers eggs

,

them

by keeping it in a pouch on his stomach?
Interactive
Whiteboard
Compatible!
Daily MUG Shot Sentences
Weekly MUG Shot Paragraphs
Writing Prompts
Writing Topics
Show-Me Sentences

■ Using the Right Word, Semicolon, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative)

unusual

One of the most unusualest fish is the flounder both eyes are on one

;

its

G4

side of it’s body.
1440165

Grade 4

■ Plurals, Semicolon

leaves

The archerfish knocks insects off leafs it shoots a stream of water at

;

them.

digital

print

■ Comma (In Compound Sentences and To Separate Equal Adjectives),

Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

they

12

Tropical fish must live in clear warm water or it will die.

,

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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English Language Learners

Guidelines for Taking Good Notes
Ask students what they find hard about taking
notes in class. Some may have difficulty
identifying which ideas are most important.

re:ENERGIZED
Online Bookshelf
includes the Student eEdition,
eSkillsBook, and more.

Taking Classroom Notes
Taking notes during class can help you remember information.
Writing down important facts and ideas helps you . . .
■ listen carefully,
■ pay attention,
■ remember what you hear, and
■ review and study what you have learned.

After reviewing the guidelines for taking good
notes, suggest some other useful strategies
(see below). For example, explain that listening
for answers to the familiar 5 W questions—
who, what, when, where, and why—will help
them pick out important information.
■ Who: Write down any names mentioned (and
who they are).
■ What: What topic is being explained? Try to
summarize it.
■ When: Note any dates mentioned (and what
happened then).
■ Where: Write down the names of places (and
what happened there).
■ Why: If the teacher explains a reason for
something, jot down the key words. Later, put
the reason in your own words.

WRITE

SOURCE
Writing

grammar

Guidelines for Taking Good Notes teacher’s edition

grade 4

Write Source gives you the tools and strategies you need
These guidelines will help you improve your note-taking skills.
to support English language learners at point-of-use in
Listen carefully!
1. Pay close attention.
each lesson.
2. Write down information that the
teacher puts on the board or on
an overhead projector.

ELL support boxes cover each skill and topic with suggestions
Summarize!
for all proficiency levels.
1. Write down only the important

ideas.
Grade 4 Teacher’s Edition
2. Draw pictures if they help you
the
understand
ideas.
Get organized!
1. Write the subject and date at the
top of each page of notes.
2. Use numbers to organize your
notes (1, 2, 3).
3. Check your notes and recopy
anything that is hard to read.

Tools of Language
376

The Tools of Learning

Taking Classroom Notes
Guidelines for Taking Good Notes
Ask students what they find hard about taking
notes in class. Some may have difficulty
identifying which ideas are most important.

Student eEditions
• Audio frontloads
key concepts
• Highlighting capability helps
students hone in and focus
on important information

After reviewing the guidelines for taking good
notes, suggest some other useful strategies
(see below). For example, explain that listening
for answers to the familiar 5 W questions—
who, what, when, where, and why—will help
them pick out important information.
■ Who: Write down any names mentioned (and
who they are).
■ What: What topic is being explained? Try to
summarize it.
■ When: Note any dates mentioned (and what
happened then).
■ Where: Write down the names of places (and
what happened there).
■ Why: If the teacher explains a reason for
something, jot down the key words. Later, put
the reason in your own words.

Taking Not

Taking Classroom Notes
Taking notes during class can help you remember information.
Writing down important facts and ideas helps you . . .
■ listen carefully,
■ pay attention,
■ remember what you hear, and
■ review
and study what you
have learned.
English
Language
Learners

Guidelines for Taking Good Notes

NoteThese
taking
is difficult
for students
whoskills.
guidelines
will help you improve
your note-taking
are just acquiring the skills and vocabulary
Listen
needed for listening
to acarefully!
new language
1. Pay close attention.
2. Write
down information
and identifying main
ideas
and details.
that the
teacher puts on the board or on
Help students focus an
byoverhead
providing
projector.graphic
organizers (TE pages 634–640) for note
rize!
SummaHave
taking.
them compare notes with
1. Write down only the important
ideas. English speakers after each class
proficient
2. Draw pictures if they help you
and add
and theinformation/questions to their
understnew
ideas.
Get organized!
learning
logs.
1. Write the subject and date at the
top of each page of notes.
2. Use numbers to organize your
notes (1, 2, 3).
3. Check your notes and recopy
anything that is hard to read.

• Sticky notes allow students
to put key concepts into
their own words

Also available for
eReaders & tablets!

Take class notes. The next time you take notes, use these
guidelines. Also look over the sample set of notes on the next page.

376

Teaching Tip: Other Useful Strategies

Untitled-2376 376

Explain that teachers usually
give verbal hints before they
say something important, and
students can learn to pick up on
these hints. For example:
● Telling how many things
they’re going to talk about—
There are two reasons for this
. . . (Listen for that number of
points.)
● Stating the topic directly— I’m
going to tell you about . . .

●

●

5/19/2010 8:33:24 AM

(Expect an important subject
to follow.)
Asking questions and then
immediately answering
them—Why did that happen?
Well, . . . (Expect an important
explanation.)
Repeating a word—The
process of osmosis . . .
OSMOSIS . . . is . . . (Write
down the repeated word and
listen for the definition.)

Take class notes. The next time you take notes, use these
guidelines. Also look over the sample set of notes on the next page.

Teaching Tip: Other Useful Strategies

English Language Learners

Untitled-2376 376

Note taking is difficult for students who
are just acquiring the skills and vocabulary
needed for listening to a new language
and identifying main ideas and details.
Help students focus by providing graphic
organizers (TE pages 634–640) for note
taking. Have them compare notes with
proficient English speakers after each class
and add new information/questions to their
learning logs.

Explain that teachers usually
give verbal hints before they
say something important, and
students can learn to pick up on
these hints. For example:
● Telling how many things
they’re going to talk about—
There are two reasons for this
. . . (Listen for that number of
points.)
● Stating the topic directly— I’m
going to tell you about . . .

●

●

5/19/2010 8:33:24 AM

(Expect an important subject
to follow.)
Asking questions and then
immediately answering
them—Why did that happen?
Well, . . . (Expect an important
explanation.)
Repeating a word—The
process of osmosis . . .
OSMOSIS . . . is . . . (Write
down the repeated word and
listen for the definition.)
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Daily MUG Shot Sentences
G4

Weekly MUG Shot Paragraphs
Writing Prompts
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Setting Up Your Notes

•G
 enerate due dates, directions,
and custom assignments

Two-column notes help you organize information. Fold your
paper or draw a line that makes the left column narrower than the
right column. Write key ideas on the left and related details on the
right. You can also add drawings, questions, or comments.

Sound, Heat, and Light

Sept. 15

1440078

Setting Up Your Notes
Ask students to talk about what makes this a
good example of note taking. Possible answers:
■ The class name and date at the top tell when
and where the notes were taken.
■ The title at the top clearly tells what three
key ideas will be talked about.
■ Specialized words (conduction, convection) are
defined.
■ The drawing illustrates heat rising with the
familiar example of a house.
■ The handwriting is very neat.

1440078

Teacher’s Edition

1440165

SkillsBook, Student
and Teacher’s Editions

Post-test
G4

G4

Student Edition

Progress Tests

Show-Me Sentences
G4

1440151

Encourage students to write as neatly as they
can without getting too wrapped up in forming
the letters. Point out that having neat writing
will help them throughout their lives, in school
and out.
heat -form of energy
■ Taking notes that they can easily read later
-moves by conduction (touch)
will help them study more effectively.
-moves by convection (circulation)
■ They won’t lose credit on assignments
383
Improving
Skills
because a word was too hard for
a teacherViewing
to
light -form of energy
read—sometimes neatness can even mean
-moves in a straight line
extra credit.
Watching
Specials
will be able to Television
read their
■ Family and friends
Improving Viewing Skills
Warmest
383
Attic
letters and notes.
Select a television special to screen. Ideally, the
Hot air
topic will be one students are learning about
rises by
Warmer
Second Floor
in class.
convection.
You may be assigned to watch a TV special, a program about
Have students prepare as a group for watching
one topic. Here are
some tips to help you learn from this kind of
Warm
Floor
First
the program:
program:
■ Ask them to brainstorm what they know
1 Before viewing . . .
about the topic, as well as questions. Write
● Write down facts you already know about the topic.
students’ questions on the board as they call
Review your notes.
After you take notes, read them over. Are
●
Write
down
questions
you
have
about
the
subject.
they clear and complete? Add comments or drawings like the
them out.
diagram shown
to help
you understand
During
viewing
. . . the material.
■ Invite students to talk about other specials
2 above
● Watch and listen for the answers to your questions.
they’ve seen. What were they about? Did they
377
Taking Notes
enjoy them?
● Take a few notes. Write down main ideas and details.
Setting Up Your Notes
■
Encourage students to predict how the
●
Ask
yourself
whether
the
information
is
complete,
correct,
Ask students to talk about what makes this a
good example of note taking. Possible answers:
special might present information. Interviews
and fair. (See page 382 .)
The class name and date at the top tell when
and where the notes were taken.
with experts? Film footage? Dramatic
Untitled-2376
377 three
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Struggling Learners
The title at the top clearly
tells what
383
3 After viewing . . .
Improving Viewing Skills
key ideas will be talked about.
reenactments?
● Compare notes with someone else who saw the special.
Specialized words (conduction, convection) are
defined.
Diagrams like the one in
● three ideas – points of a
Watching Television Specials
Improving Viewing Skills
383
The drawing illustrates heat rising with the
● Write about the program in your learning log.
the sample notes can help
triangle
After showing the program, have students work
familiar example of a house.
Select a television special to screen. Ideally, the
The handwriting is very neat.
topic will be one students are learning about
visual learners remember the
● two ideas – tops of the lines in
Watching to
Television
Specials
independently
write learning-log
entries
in class.
Encourage students to write as neatly as they
You may be assigned to watch a TV special, a program about
information. Students can
a letter V
can without getting too wrapped up in forming
aboutoneit.topic.
Then
discuss
the
following:
Have students prepare as a group for watching
Here are some tips to help you learn from this kind of
the letters. Point out that having neat writing
program:
program:
also use shapes or symbols
Point out that the information
■ Were
their questions answered? If so, how? theAsk
will help them throughout their lives, in school
them to brainstorm what they know
Feb. 11
and out.
1 Before viewing . . .
whales heat, and
TV special
about the topic, as well as questions. Write
to capture important points. Notes fromlisted
nextabout
to sound,
■ What questions
answered?
Taking notes that they can easily read later
Write down facts weren’t
you already know
about the topic.
students’ questions on the board as they call
will help them study more effectively.
Write down questions you have about the subject.
For
example,
five
ideas
can
be
light
could
be
recorded
on
V’s
them out.
■
Did
they
learn
anything
surprising?
They won’t lose credit on assignments
before I
Invite students to talk about other specials
2 During viewing . . .
mammals
whales are
because a word was too hard for a teacherrecorded
to
on the points of a star. I already
andknew
on that
a triangle.
Model
this on
Watchshow
and listenhave
for the answers
to your
questions.
■ Could the
been
improved?
How? they’ve seen. What were they about? Did they
read—sometimes neatness can even mean
Some people think that whales are
special.
enjoy them?
Take a few notes. Write down main ideas and details.
watched the
extra credit.
Other options are
the
board.
Encourage students to predict how the
Ask yourself whether the information is complete, correct,
Family and friends will be able to read their
know that whales are the biggest creatures
didn’t
I
But
sh.
fi
special might present information. Interviews
and fair. (See page 382 .)
letters and notes.
● four ideas – corners of a
with experts? Film footage? Dramatic
3 After viewing . . .
that have ever lived. They’re even bigger than the biggest
reenactments?
square
Compare notes with someone else who saw the special.
Write about the program in your learning log.
dinosaurs!
After showing the program, have students work
independently to write learning-log entries
I also didn’t know that some whales can live as long as
about it. Then discuss the following:
Were their questions answered? If so, how?
humans. Too much hunting and pollution are killing the
Feb. 11
Notes from TV special about whales
What questions weren’t answered?
whales. Some kinds of whales are endangered.
Did they learn anything surprising?
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Daily Language
Workouts

Assessment Book
Teacher’s Edition

digital

sound -form of energy
-moves by vibration

Online Student Subscription Includes:
• eBookshelf
• GrammarSnap

Watching Television Specials

The Teacher’s Edition offers additional strategies, alternate approaches, and
differentiated practice for advanced and struggling learners.

Taking Notes

377

Setting Up Your Notes

• Net-text
• ePortfolio & more!

■

Two-column notes help you organize information. Fold your
paper or draw a line that makes the left column narrower than the
right column. Write key ideas on the left and related details on the
right. You can also add drawings, questions, or comments.

■

■

■

Science

Sound, Heat, and Light

■

Sept. 15

sound -form of energy
-moves by vibration
heat

light

■

-form of energy
-moves by conduction (touch)
-moves by convection (circulation)

■

●

■

-form of energy
-moves in a straight line
Attic

Warmest

Second Floor

Warmer

First Floor

●

■

●

Online Student Subscription

●

Hot air
rises by
convection.

■

●

■

●
●

Warm

■
■

Review your notes. After you take notes, read them over. Are

they clear and complete? Add comments or drawings like the
diagram shown above to help you understand the material.

Untitled-2376 377

Struggling Learners
Diagrams like the one in
the sample notes can help
visual learners remember the
information. Students can
also use shapes or symbols
to capture important points.
For example, five ideas can be
recorded on the points of a star.
Other options are
● four ideas – corners of a
square

Respond to a TV special. In a learning-log entry, write what you
learned from a television special.

5/19/2010 8:33:26 AM

three ideas – points of a
triangle
● two ideas – tops of the lines in
a letter V
Point out that the information
listed next to sound, heat, and
light could be recorded on V’s
and on a triangle. Model this on
the board.

■

dinosaurs!
I also didn’t know that some whales can live as long as
humans. Too much hunting and pollution are killing the
whales. Some kinds of whales are endangered.

Could the show have been improved? How?

Online Teacher Subscription Includes:

●

Respond to a TV special. In a learning-log entry, write what you
learned from a television special.

Untitled-2377 383

digital and print
16

■

I already knew that whales are mammals before I
watched the special. Some people think that whales are
fish. But I didn’t know that whales are the biggest creatures
that have ever lived. They’re even bigger than the biggest

Advanced Learners
Invite students to discuss how
TV stations use previews to
draw in viewers. Explain how
previews get people to think
about a certain topic or scenario
so they’ll be motivated to watch
the program. Have students
discuss how watching previews
can help them brainstorm and

5/19/2010 8:34:24 AM

predict in order to get more out
of watching the show. Ask:
● What previews have you
seen that were particularly
effective?
● What previews have you seen
that left you feeling let down
after the program was over?

Untitled-2377 383

Advanced Learners
Invite students to discuss how
TV stations use previews to
draw in viewers. Explain how
previews get people to think
about a certain topic or scenario
so they’ll be motivated to watch
the program. Have students
discuss how watching previews
can help them brainstorm and

5/19/2010 8:34:24 AM

predict in order to get more out
of watching the show. Ask:
What previews have you
seen that were particularly
effective?
● What previews have you seen
that left you feeling let down
after the program was over?
●

• eBookshelf
•
•
•
•

• Virtual File
Cabinet
GrammarSnap
• Interactive
Net-text
Whiteboard Lessons
ePortfolio
& more!
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